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About This Game

Ruby Hunter is a 2.5D Miner game where your objective is to retrieve the treasures buried deep in the mine.

During your journey you will face several challenges, fight fierce battles with the creatures of the mine, and solve tricky puzzles.
Fight the evil Yam-Yam beasts, use the help of Lorries and take up the duel with the Bugs to get their loot. Convert precious

gems, shoot blazing lasers and blow up your timebombs on your way to the exit.

Ruby Hunter took inspiration from old-school classics such as Sapphire Yours, Boulder Dash and Emerald Mine.

Features

More than 1000 levels: The game includes classic levels and ones made by the fans over the years. Solve the puzzles over the
course of 11 difficulty levels! If you're stuck on a level, feel free to get a hint from the provided demos, or suspend it and

continue later.

Local co-op: Solve the dual-player levels with your friend, with built-in split-screen support.

Level editor: Design, test and upload your own levels with the in-game level editor! Create giant levels with up to over 250.000
tiles, using more than 50 different/unique objects! You can share them with others using the Community Hub.

Community Hub: Play and rate levels made by other players, or keep the discussion going with the in-game chat. You can also
link your different devices to keep your game progress synchronized between them. (The in-game Community Hub is not
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associated with Steam)

Leaderboards: Got a quicker/smarter/better solution for a level? You can compete with other players and view their solutions
using the leaderboard system.

Controls: Ruby Hunter includes keyboard and gamepad (Windows only) support with remappable keys. (Text input is not yet
supported for gamepads)

Achievements and Trading cards: The game includes Steam achievements and will drop Trading cards as soon as the game
becomes eligible.

Try out the demo for Ruby Hunter to get a glimpse of the game! You can continue your progress in the full version if you
decide to purchase the game.
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Title: Ruby Hunter
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Bence Sipka
Publisher:
Bence Sipka
Release Date: 20 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11+ or OpenGL 3.0+ support

Storage: 50 MB available space

Sound Card: XAudio2 compatible

English
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you should not play it. Only time will lose!. the keybinds are\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665cuse youre locked with
the mouse buttons shift and alt so i cant even memorize what spell is on what key.
everytime i die i have to restart game to be able to move and even cast spells, and when ive ben killing 3 bosses my mana is
already empty and i have to restart or wait for my mana to regen (which is realy slow). This game gave me a fatal encephalon
injury.. Normally enjoy relaxing with this type of game, but a speed run is required to unlock the next level. Hence a relaxing
game turns into a fast paced panic. Sorry I don't enjoy this.

Graphics are okay, soundtrack is not too irritating, but the gameplay is just meh.

You can find better.. Total waste of time.....save your money for another game.
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Nice! I Like it!. This would be a wonderful game. Humourous story good gameplay but it has bugs under Linux which makes it
unplayable after awhile (character stucks in motion and cannot stop it just able to changes direction but not able to
attack\/shoot).
So I only recommend this game for non-Linux users.. game
impossible to pass third stage. Looking at the images on the games page I wasn't really sure what I was looking at. What it is is a
metroidvania puzzle platformer with mechanics similar to Portal and The Talos Principle. Most puzzle platformers have levels
that you play one after another. This game is just one big puzzle that you go through, like real metroidvania games, but instead
of having simple mechanics like "the red gun opens red doors" you have crazy tools like a portal that lets your get smaller or
bigger, or another one that lets you go back in time, and then you have to figure out what to do with them in order to open up
new sections of the game.

The puzzles are really well designed, not too easy, not too difficult and the map is a good dimension for this type of game. There
are also shortcuts that open up as you progress and that let you teleport to the game's main area so you don't have to keep going
through the same difficult sections over and over as you run around between sections of the game.

If you like metroidvania plaformers and challenging puzzles, Gateways should be on your list.. Bugs and false information
everywhere? Seriously? I can't give a blue thumb.. Old but Gold.. It's sick!!
The guns/abilities are super fun.
The fights can be long when you're not facing bots(which is awesome).
We need to promote this game so they can get rid of the bots though!. I luv waching piccers and this game was just like living in
the van.. Nice game for LAN, well worth the $
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